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Abstract

The wide range of applications of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) in commercial products, including food packaging, has encouraged researchers to come up with novel preparation methods for the production of these robust materials. The methods resulting in the formation of NPs for such commercial applications clearly demand a good accounting of their toxicity aspects to humans as well as the environment. We herein present a chemical preparation method for the production of size- and shape-defined AgNPs and investigate the impact of these nanoparticles on HaCat and A549 cell lines. Findings show that lung cells (A549) are more sensitive than skin cells (HaCat) to Ag induced toxicity, evident by the significantly (p<0.05) reduced LC50 for all NPs under study. The current investigation showed that the extent of surface capping agent (citrate) and size influenced the cell toxicity, where a lesser surface coverage (zeta potential, ζ, -27.7 mV) and smaller size (~17 nm) enhanced the toxicity compared to comparatively bigger particles (~39 nm) with higher surface coverage (ζ, -47.3 mV). The size- and shape-defined particles such as triangles which have proven useful for many applications, due to their high energy/high field edges, were found to be less toxic against biological cell lines and therefore may have potential to be used in food packaging applications as reservoirs of silver ions. A striking difference in cell line toxicity within such a small size window clearly demonstrates the vital roles played by the smaller size, difference in shape and lesser surface coverage in defining a higher passive cell membrane diffusion followed by silver dissolution inside cell cytoplasm increasing cytotoxicity.
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Introduction

In recent years, metal nanoparticles (NPs) have attracted much attention in many areas such as microbiology, nanobiotechnology and the manufacture of commercial products. Metal NPs exhibit distinctive and significantly altered physical and chemical properties, in comparison to their macro-scaled equivalents [1]. The use of NPs has become rudimentary in the manufacture of numerous consumer items such as personal care products (PCPs), household materials, textiles and medical products [2]. Due to their antimicrobial nature and vast consumer applications, AgNPs have become the most widely used commercially available nanoparticles [3]. Recently, research on applying AgNPs for food packaging applications has intensified due to its very effective and wide-spectrum antimicrobial properties [4-9].

With the use of AgNPs as antimicrobials in catheters and wound dressings [10] they have the ability to enter human tissues and cells where they may elicit an undesired effect in vivo. The presence of AgNPs in personal care products allows for a transdermal route of entry. The presence of AgNPs in food packaging can enter the human tissues and cells and may evoke undesired effects if they are migrated to the food in uncontrolled quantities [8]. Their recent extended use has arisen serious concern relating to the impact of these NPs on human health and environmental niches following prolonged exposure [1]. Deliberate and accidental exposure to NPs, such as AgNPs, primarily occurs by dermal contact, inhalation and ingestion. However, the lung is regarded as the least protected organ and the main portal entry of NPs, where they can subsequently enter the alveoli, the deepest part of the respiratory tract [11]. Studies assessing the distribution of AgNPs following inhalation and intra-tracheal instillation in animal models found AgNPs present in the lungs, blood circulation, liver, kidneys, spleen, heart and brain [2]. Studies by Takenaka et al. showed that NPs distribute around the body via the circulatory system and found AgNPs deposited in the lungs following inhalation in rats [12]. Studies have shown that mammalian cells can accumulate NPs via pinocytosis, endocytosis, clathrin-dependent endocytosis and phagocytosis [13]. These routes of uptake, intracellular localisation and exocytosis depend on the fundamental characteristics of nanoparticles i.e. size, surface characteristics, ζ and its resistance to accumulation [13]. Additionally, the uptake of NPs can vary depending on cell types where they induce cytotoxicity by a number of means. Mukherjee et al. carried out cytotoxicity studies of commercial silver nanopowder [1]. They concluded that the Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) production of silver nanomaterials during the entry of the cell wall as one of the major steps which lead to cell death. The production of ROS by silver nanoparticles is largely depended on the synthesis conditions, surface capping agents and morphology [14-20].

Controlling the shape and/or size of AgNPs is reported as an important methodology to employ these materials for various...
applications in the fields of antimicrobial agents [7,21], catalytic materials [22], biomedical applications [23] and Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) [24]. In particular, in food packaging applications, the effect of their size, shape and capping agents can play a crucial role in their dissolution and migration into the food product. Therefore it is essential to assess the toxicity effects of size- and shape-defined NPs in vitro and in vivo on cell lines to establish the biocompatibility or toxicity of these NPs for use in food packaging materials. The current work reports the effects of size, morphology and the extent of citrate surface coverages of AgNPs, prepared by a controlled seed-catalysed growth method, on their cytotoxicity against HaCat and A549 cell lines. In fact, there have been a number of study reports discussing the size-dependent toxicity of silver NPs [25,26]. However, the findings are not yet conclusive as each set of particles present its own complexity in terms of their varying properties that can be mutually connected and hence difficult to pin point and correlate to the cytotoxicity [27], which warrants more studies especially with respect to new synthesis procedures and particles prepared. In light of this, a small size window ranging from ~17 nm (AgG7) to ~39 nm (AgG2) where the particles show two types of prominent shape features such as disc-like (AgG7 and AgG4) and triangular (AgG2) are selected to understand their usefulness/issues for food packaging applications. This study, therefore, would contribute greatly to the knowledge-base on antimicrobial silver based innovative technology solutions being developed for food packaging applications.

Experimental section

Synthesis of NPs

All chemicals used for NPs synthesis were sourced from Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd, Ireland. In a typical experiment, silver seeds are produced by combining aqueous trisodium citrate (5 mL, 25 mM), aqueous poly(sodium styrenesulphonate) (PSSS; 2.5 mL, 500g L⁻¹; Aldrich 1,000 kDa) and aqueous NaBH₄ (3 mL, 10 mM, freshly prepared) in 45 mL of Millipore water (MPW) followed by addition of aqueous AgNO₃ (5 mL, 5 mM) at a rate of 2 mL min⁻¹ while stirring continuously. The nanoparticle solutions are then grown by combining 85 mL MPW, aqueous ascorbic acid (0.8 mL, 10 mM) and various quantities of seed solution (seed concentrations such as 2, 4 and 7 mL, named as AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 respectively, were selected for this study), followed by addition of aqueous AgNO₃ (10 mL, 25 mM) at a rate of 0.5 mL min⁻¹. At the end of addition, aqueous trisodium citrate (5 mL, 25 mM) is added to stabilize the particles, stirred for 5 mins and kept in the dark until used. The rationale for selecting samples AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 in this study is their difference in characteristics (such as particle size, morphology and surface coverage) in a tight size window i.e. between ~17 nm and ~39 nm. Test concentrations of 1, 2, 10 and 20 ppm of the above NPs were tested using a number of biocompatibility assays with varying endpoints.

Characterization

UV-Vis absorption spectra were obtained from diluted NPs using a Thermoscientific evolution 60 spectrophotometer. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken using a JEOL JEM-2100 microscope at 200K. ζ and hydrodynamic particle size distribution (PSD) of the NP sols were measured using a Malvern NanoZS Zetasizer. The average of three consecutive measurements was taken as the final ζ and PSD readings (ESI). pH measurements (EL 20 pH meter, Mettler Toledo, Switzerland) were taken for test NPs both in the absence and presence of cell culture media to determine if any pH changes occurred which may negatively impact the cells.

Cell culture

Monolayers of the human keratinocytes cell line HaCat (ATCC American Type Culture Collection, Rockville, Md.) and human lung carcinoma cell line A549 (ATCC CRM-CCL-185) were grown with regular sub-culturing in DMEM growth media with L-glutamine and supplemented antibiotics (penicillin G, 100,000 U/L, streptomycin, 500mg L⁻¹ and amphotericin B, 500mg L⁻¹), sodium bicarbonate, 2 g L⁻¹, and 10 % foetal calf serum adjusted to pH 7.4. Both cell lines were cultured and maintained in T75 cm² cell culture flasks (Sarstedt, Germany) in a humidified incubator at 37 °C in an atmosphere containing 5 % (vol/vol) CO₂ for circa. 24 h until 80 to 90 % confluent monolayers had formed. Once confluent, cells were trypsinised with trypsin 0.25 % to remove the cell monolayer from the flask and seeded into 96 well plates for 24 h at 37°C at a seeding density of 1 x 10⁵ cells/well for cytotoxicity studies. All cell culture media and its contents were sourced from Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd, Ireland.

MTT Assay:

The method determines the activity of the mitochondria of viable cells by measuring the ability of mitochondrial succinate dehydrogenase to convert the tetrazolium salt MTT to a dark blue/purple formazan product. The amount of formazan produced can be taken as a direct measure of cell viability. A 5mg mL⁻¹ MTT (Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd, Ireland) stock solution was prepared by adding 50mg MTT to 10 mL sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd, Ireland) in a sterile universal, the solution was stored in the dark at 4 °C and pre-heated by incubating at 37°C for 1 hr prior to use. The MTT solution was filter sterilised using a 0.2μm pore sized syringe filter to remove any crystal which had formed. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd, Ireland) was used to extract and solubilise the formazan precipitate. Cytotoxic effects on both cell types was determined using 96 well microplates (Sarstedt, Germany) seeded with 1 x 10⁴ cells in 200μL of complete culture medium. The plates were then incubated for 12-24 hr at 37°C until the desired percentage of confluency (80 %) was observed. Cells were exposed to nanoparticle test samples by adding 20μL of sample with 180μL of cell culture media to the cells in triplicate for 24 hrs. Subsequently after 24 hr incubation the medium containing test chemicals was discarded and the wells were washed twice with pre-heated PBS. After the washing step 180μL of fresh media and 20μL of MTT solution was added to each well to obtain a final MTT concentration of 0.5mg mL⁻¹. Following an additional 4 hr incubation period at 37°C, the MTT containing medium was carefully aspirated off and resulting blue formazan crystals were
solubilised by the addition of 100µL of DMSO to each well. To support solubilisation the plates were shaken gently and the optical densities of each well recorded using a multwell plate reader (Fluostar Otima, BMG Labtech, Ortenberg, Germany) at a test wavelength of 540 nm and a reference wavelength of 690 nm. Results are presented as percentage of untreated controls against test chemical concentrations.

**LDH Assay:** The LDH Cytotoxicity Assay Kit (Thermo Scientific™, Dublin, Ireland) is a colorimetric assay kit which quantitatively measures lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) released into the media of damaged cells as an indicator of cell damage or cytotoxicity. Cells were seeded in a 96 well plate at 1 x 10⁶ cells/well and incubated at 37°C to allow for cell adherence and monolayer formation. Cells were then exposed to AgNPs in cell culture media for 24 hrs as per assay conditions. The LDH assay was then performed as described in the kit guidelines (LDH procedure for “Chemical Compound-Mediated Cytotoxicity Testing”). Subsequently, the plates were read using a multwall plate reader at 490 nm and 680 nm as per the kit instructions.

**Cell count assay:** Cells which had reached 90 % confluency in a T25 cell culture flask (Sarstedt, Germany) were trypsinised and re-seeded in to a 6 well plate (Sarstedt, Germany) at a concentration of 1 x 10⁵ cells/mL in 2 mL final volumes. Plates were incubated at 37 °C for 12 hrs with 5 % CO₂ to allow for monolayer attachment. Following the incubation period the cell media was removed and cell monolayers were washed with sterile pre-heated (37°C) PBS. Fresh media was added to the untreated control wells (2 mL) and media containing AgNPs was added in replicate to treated monolayers, 200µL nanoparticles with 1800µL media. Cells were again incubated at

37 °C for 24 hrs with 5 % CO₂ to allow for nanoparticle effect on treated cells. After which, the media was removed from all cell monolayers which were subsequently washed with sterile PBS and trypsinised for 5 mins to remove the attached cells. Cells were removed from the individual wells and centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 5 mins followed by suspension in sterile PBS containing trypan blue (Sigma-Aldrich Ireland Ltd, Ireland). 10µL volumes were transferred to a haemocytometer to perform a viable cell count of treated and untreated cells.

**Statistics**

All experiments were conducted in three replicates with at least 4 internal replicates per plate. Cytotoxicity induced from AgNPs was measured as a percentage of the untreated control using the formula % cytotoxicity = (Nt/N₀)*100 where N₀ is untreated control and Nt is treated sample. All LD₅₀ values were calculated using the average cytotoxicity data of the three independent experimental replicates (+/- standard deviation). Standard T tests were used to determine the sensitivity of each cell line to AgNPs exposure (p < 0.05), and to compare the toxicity of the varying nanoparticle types.

**Results**

**Characterisation of AgG nanoparticles**

The AgNPs were prepared here by a slow, controlled growth process by using ascorbic acid as reductant and stabilized them subsequently with trisodium citrate molecules. Figure 1a presents the UV-Vis extinction (absorption and scattering) spectra of aqueous AgNP solutions prepared by the described chemical reduction method. The seed solution, AgS, shows a
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Figure 1: (a) UV-Vis extinction spectra, (b) plots of ZP and pH vs seed concentration, (c) DLS particle size distribution and TEM micrographs of AgNPs prepared from seed (AgS) concentrations of (d) 2 mL (AgG2), (e) 4 mL (AgG4) and (f) 7 mL (AgG7).
λ_{max} of 404 nm. The major peaks observed (515, 463 and 450 nm) for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 NPs are as a result of the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) absorption (in-plane dipole) and scattering of AgNPs of particular size and shape [18,19]. The shoulder-like peaks observed in all three spectra at ~400 - 417 nm is due to the in-plane quadrupole resonance absorption. The peaks observed in the region 337 - 342 nm is ascribed to the out-of-plane quadrupole resonance. The different λ_{max} observed for different samples implies its different size and shape. TEM was taken to understand and correlate the influence of NP size and shape on the optical properties. Figures 1d - 1f present the TEM micrographs of samples AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 respectively. Particle sizes measured from these TEM images (and those not presented here) show that 2 mL seeded-growth (AgG2) produced NPs in the size range of 39 ± 28 nm. 4 mL seeds (AgG4) produced 28 ± 16 nm, and 7 mL seeds (AgG7) yielded NPs of 17 ± 4 nm. It can be seen that the bigger particles produced from 2 mL seeds contain more number of triangular particles, the occurrence of which diminishes on increasing the seed concentration to 4 mL; and 7 mL seeds produce only very few triangular particles. The shift of in-plane dipole of NPs observed in the UV-Vis spectra is consistent with this obvious difference in size and shape of formed NPs [28]. The larger edge length of triangles obtained for AgG2 sample as compared to the smaller sizes/edge lengths for AgG4 and AgG7 samples is also reflected in their in-plane quadrupole resonance band where AgG2 shows a well-developed band at 417 nm the prominence of it can be seen fading out for the other two samples. It can also be noted that almost all of the particles have grown into disc-like particles (triangles and/or discs), as also evidenced from the in-plane resonance absorption bands, with very few exceptions where some have acquired twinned sphere-like structure with multiple edges. The ζ values obtained are -47.3, -36.2 and -27.7 mV respectively for samples AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 (Figure 1b). The PSDs (figure 1c) and polydispersity indices (PDIs) obtained from dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies are also consistent with the TEM result which are 22.13 nm and 0.364; 22.04 nm and 0.203; and 19.81 nm and 0.119 respectively for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7. It is to be noted here that though the PSDs show only slight difference, the difference in PDI accounts for the varying particle sizes obtained from TEM. All AgNPs were determined to be in a range of pH 6.5 to 7 and this did not change significantly when NPs were diluted in cell culture media before application onto the cell monolayers.

**Cytotoxicity studies**

There was a significant cytotoxicity of both lung and skin cells as detected via the MTT assay. Figure 2 shows that all concentrations tested produced high levels of cytotoxicity of lung cells e.g. with a concentration of 20 ppm there was greater than 90 % toxicity for all NPs tested. A significant loss of viability was seen for test concentrations of 1, 2 and 10 ppm, showing a dose response relationship for treated lung cells. AgG4 and AgG7 proved more toxic to lung cells than AgG2, where the LC_{50} was found to be 0.86, 0.15 and 0.14 ppm for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 respectively. Interestingly, size analysis shows that AgG2 (39 nm) is larger in size than AgG4 (28 nm) and AgG7 (17 nm). Findings show that for treated skin cells (HaCat) a change in the pattern of toxicity occurred, whereby with an increase in NP concentration a decrease in toxicity was observed (Figure 2). The LC_{50} for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 on treated HaCat cells was found to be 16, 17.5 and 18 ppm respectively. Therefore, the level of toxicity did not follow a typical dose response relationship, evident from the unexpected pattern of viability shown. Additionally, the HaCat skin cell line proved less sensitive to AgNPs insult when treated in vitro than
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**Figure 2:** Cytotoxicity of lung cells (A549) and skin cells (HaCat) following exposure to various silver nanoparticles for 24 hours (+/-S.D) at varying concentrations (ppm) as determined by the MTT assay (+/-S.D).

---

the A549 lung cell line. A concentration of 20 ppm resulted in 37, 36 and 55 % cell death for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 respectively.

Findings show (Figure 3) that NP induced toxicity did not follow a typical dose response pattern when assessed via the LDH assay. There was no pattern evident indicating that an increase or decrease in NP concentration resulted in increased toxicity as with the MTT assay. However, for both cell types a concentration of 1 ppm of all test NPs provided the highest level of cell death with up to 100 % cytotoxicity of the HaCat cell line. For both cell types under study no cell death was detected for 20 ppm NP solutions. Again the A549 cell line proved more sensitive than the HaCat when exposed to AgNPs at a concentration of 2 and 10 ppm. Due to the erratic nature of the data it was not possible to determine an LC50 for either cell line.

Figure 4 depicting the results of the cell count assay show similar levels of toxicity to the MTT assay for both cell lines treated with 20 ppm NPs e.g. a ca. 90 % loss of A549 cell viability occurred following 24 hr exposure to each test NP. Indeed, comparable values were obtained for each concentration tested (data no shown). There was no significant difference (p<0.05) in cytotoxicity observed for each NPs tested on lung cells, with all 3 samples providing greater than 85 % cytotoxicity. The LC50

for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 was determined to be 0.80, 0.20 and 0.15 ppm respectively. Additionally, the HaCat skin cell line proved less sensitive to NP exposure with approximately 40, 42 and 60 % cytotoxicity observed for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 respectively, comparable to the MTT assay. The LC50 for AgG2, AgG4 and AgG7 on treated HaCat cells was found to be 3.0, 3.21 and 3.10 ppm respectively. Microscopic observation of untreated (Figure 5a and b) and treated cells (Figure 5c and d) show that extensive damage to both cell monolayers occurred following incubation with AgG7 NPs. Figure 5 shows a significant loss of monolayer integrity following 24 hr incubation with 20 ppm AgG7 which occurred for all test solutions and concentrations (data not shown) to varying degrees. The extensive cell damage and monolayer destruction depicted in these images following exposure to 20 ppm AgG7 highlights the contradictory findings of the LDH assay and confirms the findings of the MTT assay.

**Discussion**

Due to the increasing applications of nanoparticles in everyday life it is essential to determine the toxicity levels (observed effects or lethal concentration) for these robust materials. Studies described herein are intended to determine cell viability in the presence of silver nanoparticles prepared for food packaging applications. The cell viability was assessed by determining mitochondrial function (MTT assay) and membrane leakage (LDH assay) in human lung and skin cell lines. Findings show that a dose-dependent increase in cell death occurred for each NP under study as assessed by the MTT assay. Predictably, with an increase in NP concentration an increase in toxicity was observed for the lung cell line. NP AgG7 proved the most lethal to the A549s with an LC50 of 0.14 ppm. Interestingly, NP AgG7 was also the smallest of the nanoparticles tested with an average size of 17 nm as determined by TEM image analysis and had the smallest ζ at -27.7 mV. AgG4 had a similar (not significantly different at p < 0.05) LC50 of 0.15 ppm on lung cells with an average size of 28 nm and ζ of -36.2 mV. The largest NP AgG2 (39 nm, ζ -47.3) had the greatest LC50 of 0.83 ppm. Research has shown that smaller NPs can more readily cross the cell membrane entering the cytosol of the cell than larger NPs of the same metal [19]. The MTT assay is based on mitochondrial function; therefore, NPs must enter the cytosol to have a measureable effect, deleterious or otherwise. The role of mitochondria in cell death pathways has been well established, whereby a loss of mitochondrial function leads to stimulation of apoptosis and a loss of cellular respiration [29]. It was previously reported that smaller NPs display greater toxic effects than larger NPs due to their high surface area increasing the interaction of NPs with cellular biomolecules [26,30]. Research has indicated that cell uptake of NPs of less than 50 nm [31] can occur by endocytosis, which includes the AgNPs described in this study. Additionally, the formation of O2- by the citrate-stabilized AgNPs can be considered as one factor that induces cytotoxicity to all AgNPs studied here [11,16]. Further, the surface coverage of three samples studied clearly varies as evidenced by the ZP results, where AgG7 has the lowest surface coverage. The lower surface potential could also facilitate an easier dissolution and release of silver as Ag+ into the cell media thus facilitating cell attack and subsequent cell death [14,18,32].

A loss of mitochondrial activity was seen in HaCaT cells following 24 hr exposure to AgNPs as measured by the MTT assay, at all concentrations tested. However, the LC50 values for
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all AgG samples with the MTT assay was significantly higher for the HaCat cells than the A549 cell line. This increased resistance to Ag toxicity is in keeping with the findings of Zanette et al. where AgNPs at a concentration of 3 ppm were shown to have an inhibitory effect on HaCat cell growth as opposed to resulting in cell death (cytotoxicity). Indeed, the findings described concluded that in HaCat cells AgNPs do not elicit cytotoxic, necrotic events but have effect on the ability of cells to proliferate over a 24 hr period [33]. Additionally, it is worth noting that skin cells by nature have a reduced number of mitochondria compared to lung cells due to the demand of their pulmonary activity. Therefore, assessing cytotoxicity as determined by mitochondrial function may imply an increased sensitivity of cells high in mitochondrial content. Findings showed that with an increase in AgG concentration a reduction in cytotoxicity occurred for the HaCat cells. One possible suggestion for this behaviour may be due to NP aggregation; however this does not explain the typical dose response seen in lung cells following exposure. Research has also shown that ultralow concentrations of AgNPs favour complete solubility as Ag’ and to its possible complexes [19].

Additionally, all NPs tested have an overall net negative ζ. As reported by Gemgam et al. ζ greater than 30 mV or less than -30 mV suggests the presence of stable nanoparticles [34]. The negative charge on all synthesised AgNPs implies that aggregation is unlikely to occur due to the strong repulsive forces among the silver NPs. Therefore, the NP’s under investigation are deemed to be relatively stable. Recent reports have shown that the measurement of the cytotoxic potential of silver nanoparticles in mammalian cells results in large variability, with concentrations causing 50 % viability reductions varying amongst cell types.

Typically, in vitro cytotoxicity assays are chosen to assess NP toxicity with endpoints based on spectrophotometric readings at suitable wavelengths due to their rapid and reproducible nature. Furthermore, many of these assays are reliant on complicated biochemical reactions which lead to a change in absorbance or fluorescence, consequently providing information on physiological or biochemical endpoints [35]. However, the distinctive physicochemical properties and increased reactivity of NPs means that there is a possibility that these materials may interfere with assays based on such endpoints. Studies by Oh et al. reported that their silver NPs had an effect on ROS production which inactivates LDH and NPs adhered to essential proteins resulting in inaccurate data from this assay [36]. The LDH assay is based on the release of the cytosolic enzyme lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) into the culture medium. The binding of NPs to biomolecules such as proteins present in cell media is a previously identified issue; additionally NP size is believed to play an important role in this interaction [30]. The authors believe that such interference occurred with the LDH assay leading to erratic data. A notable possibility is the interference of AgNP’s absorption (colour) with the absorbance being recorded in LDH assays. Especially in LDH assay, all AgNP’s absorptions interfere with the 490 nm reading thereby possibly causing the erratic data. The interference would be lesser when lower concentrations (3 ppm and below as reported here) of NPs are used as the NP absorbance will be overpowered by the assay sample absorbance. However the corroboration between MTT assay and cell count results confirm that the AgNPs studied here are all cytotoxic to the studied HaCat and A549 cell lines, where the smallest AgNP studied (AgG7) shows the maximum cytotoxicity. This could be attributed to the combined effects of smallest size and lower surface coverage, ζ, facilitating passive cell membrane diffusion and easy dissolution/complexation inside the cell cytoplasm. Alternatively, the highest surface energy (surface area) for AgG7 may facilitate a greater NP-cell interaction and/or the creation of detrimental ROS, especially super oxides (O₂⁻). In this case, however, the passive diffusion by AgG7 and following silver-dissolution and complexion with amino and sulfidic molecules in the cell cytoplasm are believed as the mechanism of cytotoxicity [37]. The slightly larger size for AgG4 and AgG2 showed especially and their more triangular shape features with a larger surface coverage, ζ, hence protection, are attributed here as the reason for a lesser passive cell membrane diffusion causing less cytotoxicity.

Conclusions

Findings show that chemically produced water soluble citrate capped AgNPs studied here are toxic to the A549 and HaCat cell lines and the toxicity is attributed to their smaller size and extent of surface coverage allowing them easier passive diffusion and dissolution in the media under study. The results also proves that bigger particles are less toxic and therefore promising to be used in food packaging applications. In detail, however, the HaCat cell line proved less sensitive to Ag toxicity than the lung cells as seen by the greatly increased LC₅₀ values. Further, there are notable differences between the results of LDH and MTT assays for all AgNPs tested and conclude that the LDH assays failed to accurately detect cytotoxicity. The interference of AgNP absorption is attributed to this discrepancy in LDH assay. The aim of this study was to look at the effect of size-, shape- and surface citrate-coverage of silver nanoparticles prepared within a narrow size window to critically understand their effect as a food packaging active component. The results show that the bigger particles studied (~39 nm) are less toxic to the cell lines tested. This indicate that the use of these particles as preformed NPs can be applied in food packaging materials as they could act as reservoirs of silver ions releasing them in a controlled manner thus reducing the issues of uncontrolled migration of silver into the food in question.
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